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Escort - DRAGON SERVICE My dragon is hot and cold water temperate swirling in my
mouth from your neck to toe 19
hello im jennie real in photos and real in fun and great service! THIS IS GENUINE AD
WITH REAL PHOTOS PLEASE NOTICE THAT! Message me to have some fun imessage
+8618217014081 whatsapp +447897747092 wechat cctvno11 I AM only 19,Exciting and
fresh breath of air to melbourne. Cute complexion with nice skin and blush. start young as
undergrad University (unamed). I am EXTREMELY CUTE, I HAVE A nice set of D CUPS
Chest and a VERY SLIM Proportionate Model BODY. I am a very flexible from Yoga and I
do a lot of dancing ! I&#39;m happy to outcall to you or you to see me ? Gives you
unrushing performance without drama.. I believe that pleasure in bed is worthy once your
mind and body are focus to the real happy ending. 100% real neat clean .and pretty in
personal. Nice and lovely girl Im looking forward too see you soon.. Allow me to introduce I
am ONLY 19 years of age with strict parents - im here to release alot of tension and touch
cravings,to enjoy melbourne and YOU!.. white complexion silky and pretty. I came to new
zealand to &#34;study&#34; as I said...I do love my studies but I love to explore and
discover new experiences more!!! I love to take my time and enjoy you ultimately without
worry about time. Give me pleasure if loving you longer with my body and heart in longer
booking. i am fun a sweetheart giving naughty girl with a true girlfriend experience. I
suggest you give me a go...i know what a man wants and what i want! I know how to put a
smile on your face ? open minded and can cater to your every need, from the innocent to
the super sexy. I can stimulate and feel you intimate senses give fantasy into reality. I look
but am not shy, always wish to explore your sexualy new feelings. DONT WANT STEAL
MY PHOTOS SO I AM100% NOT FAKE CLAIMED GENUINE!!!! photos with handwritten
number have done my ad as genuine as it is as I am REAL and if I&#39;m not real free
service! And payment for time wasting to you. FREE IF FAKE... as you will have my
details and meet in person DO NOT WANT TROUBLE OR RISK TO ME AS ALONE
WORKING GIRL! start with a nice hot wet nude shower, then light kisses from head to toe,
light kissing, body rubbing and caress, face sitting nude, oral for me and you, full service of
course, bdsm,deep slow oral, sensual oil massage, roleplay and fetishes or golden shower
too, nibbling, light hot bites, love hickies, tit job for you and me rubbing my tight pussy on
you book me longer times for unlimited cums xx .NO ANAL NO NATURAL SEX DRAGON
SERVICE My dragon is hot and cold water temperate swirling in my mouth from your neck
to toes to penis with deep throat 360 degree oral.. and vibration angel kiss licks
everywhere.. then to rimming, breasts and mouth massage on genitals, various styles of
oral and dragon service sex positions, cof cum and deep kissing, oil body wrap glide, 69 ...
it&#39;s whole body service! hot tea and ice cubes to service your entire body from head
to toe, front to back, penis to anal...perform acrobatic stunts while giving you oral sex,twist
and turn, suck and pull, moan and groan. Blowjob, sex, rimming is all included. It is
satisfaction at its best and i guarantee you will be in heaven -- Age: 19 - Ethnicity - Not
Available - Eye Color - Not Available - Hair Color - Not Available - Build - Not Available Height - Not Available - Rate - Not Available - Bust - Not Available - Cup - Not Available Kitty - Not Available - Incall - Not Available - Outcall - Yes - Screening - Not Available Reviews - Not Available -
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